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SUMMARY 

Models of elllptlc, rectangular, swept and delta planforms were plunged 
vertically into a water tank and the vortex patterns on the surface were 

studled. 

For each wug, the irake draft rate was found to ucrease with uxldence 

and to decrease wrth rncressug core separation. 

The wake started off with discrete cores which grew Independently and 

malntarned theu ult&L separation. The peak rotational velocity decayed 
1 

as tlmev2. The edges of the cores ultimately came very close together, and 

thereafter the wslce descended as a system of interlocked cores whxh increased 
the separation between theu centres with tune. The veloczty decayed as 

-1 tune . There was a flute trsnsLt.lon period between the two decay rates. 
Thu occurred at less than 'IO s for the delta wug, about 20 s for the 

swept Wang, about 30 s for the elllptlc wing, and about 50 6 for the 
rectangular wug. 

The fu-st phase of the wake development can be represented by a simple 
flow model of a sxngle core of solld rotation surrounded by potential flow. 

The second phase was consxtent with a flow model of a pair of cores, 
descendlag with constant lmear momentum. 

*Replaces A.R.C.33 215 
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eddy vucoslty factor 

two-dimensional lift-curve slope 

three-dxaenslonal lift-curve slope 

wing span 

core separation 

velocity decay index 

lift 

radius of vortex 

wing area 

tune 

speed of model/aircraft 

rotational velocity rf voxtex 

peak rotational velocity 

wake drrft rate 

eddy nscosity 

kinematic wscoslty 

air density 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wing tip vortices generated in the wake of heavy aircraft are a hazard 

to following aircraft’.2. The problem are especially acute at take-off and 

landing, and steps taken to alleviate dangers to followrng traffic include 

time delays, landing long or taking off short3. But unnecessarily large 

aircraft separations in time or space reduce the effxiency of operations at 

busy airfields. Hence the need for detalled knowledge of the behaviour of 

vortex wakes. 

Much experimental work mvolving flight measurements has been undertaken 

in the past. Two early experiments used, as wake-laying aircraft, a Meteor4 

and a Mustangs. 

In the Meteor test, the tracking aircraft flew alongside the wake, 

rendered visible by smoke, and traversed the vortices by edging U-I with its 

wing-tip pitot. In this way, measurements were made of the initial jet 

velocity and the mclination of the wake to the flight path. The rate of 

decay was mvestigated by the amount of aileron trm required to counteract 

the induced rolling moment which represented the most severe disturbance. 

In the Mustang test, the probe aircraft penetrated the vortices trans- 

versely and recorded the disturbances with special instrumentation located at 

the nose. A more rapid rate of decay of the rotational velocity was observed 

after about 60 s. up to 35 s, there was little change. 

These early investigations drew upon classical aerodynamic theory, 

available in most textbooks (e.g. Milllkan6), to compare with experimental 

results. Detalled work7 had shown that two fuxite viscous cores were formed 

on completicn of the rolling-up of the trailing vortex sheet. The rolllng-up 

process is affected by the geometry of the wing, but a few spans downstream 

the classical horseshoe system is essentially correct. 

Lamb’s theory8 on the effect of viscous forces on a angle vortex was 

suggested as relevant though, at the time, no attempts were made to compare 

his work with the experimental results or to develop further theory taking 

into account the high Reynolds nwnbers zn air. 

Squire9 suggested that the decay of a single trallrng vortex depends 0o 

an eddy viscosity, E, which IS proportional to the circulation, K. The 

rotational velocity v at radius r and time t is: 

where/... 
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1. (continued) 

where v a kinematic viscosity 

a = eddy viscosity factor = E/K. 

In the typlcal conditions in air, u is neglected compared with aK. Fran this, 

the maximum velocity vt can be shown to decay as t -1 , 

A series of tests were inaiated at the Royal Aircraft Esrablishment to 

examine the validity of Squire's theory. 

In the first experlmentl'), a Devon probe aircraft used the aileron trim 

met'lod behlnd a Lincoln wake-generating arcraft. Squire's theory with 

a - 0'0004 (as suggested by the Mustang' data) was applicable up to a wake age 

of about 150 s behind the Lincoln flying clean at 130 kt, after which rapid 

deterioration of the velocity was experienced. 

The second test'l involved transverse penetration of the wakes from a 

Comet and a Vulcan arcraft. Squire's theory held for the development of the 

velocity distribution through the vortices, although a value of a = 0*0002 

gave better predictions. The downward drift of the wake was also found to 

agree with the theory in Ref. 3. 

The formalon of loops was observed for the first time far downstream of 

the Comet aircraft. Instablllty produced sinuous distortion of the vortex 

trails after about 40 6. The amplaude of the distortlons increased with time 

till the trails joined up to form loops after about 90 sa Then rapid decay 

dissipated the loops in another 30 s or SO. 

Meanwhile, measurement of the wake behind a DC-812 flying at 25,000 ft 

indicated much less dissipation at high altitude. 

The third investigation13 used a Hunter aircraft for measurement of the 

wake motion near the ground. The wake drift results agreed with theory. The 

vortices spread apart as they descended, and crosswind components of wind 

could present a hazard by causzng one vortex trail to remain along the runway. 

Loops formed by mutual interaction of a vortex trail with its image in the 

ground after less than 20 6. 

From arguments assrnning a constant shape of the developing wake, the time 

at which looping occurs was estunated, using the Comet and Xunter data, to be 

10PDb3 
t1oop = 7 

where p = air density, U = speed of aircraft, 

b = wing span, L = lift. 

This/... 
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1. (continued) 

This formula suggests loop formation for the Lincoln aircraft after about 

125 6, which is the order of wake age when rapid decay was observed. In any 

case, the other tests have confirmed that, whether loops appear or not, the 

decay rate changes after a certain wake age is passed. 

The fourth experiment14, which was still in progress in August 1970, 

was undertaken to assess the dlfference in wake behaviour between a slender 

wing and conventional wings. The test is of practical significance for super- 

sonic transport aircraft. 

The formation of the wake from a delta wing consists of a vortex sheet. 

springing from each leading edge and conically rolling up into a streamwise 

vortex before the flow passes the trailing edge. This contrasts sharply with 

the rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet from conventional wings. 

The wake laid by a Handley-Page HP 115 research aircraft was penetrated 

transversely by a Morane-Saulnier MS 760 Paris aircraft fitted with special 

instrumentation. 

For most of the wake age, the peak rotational velocity decayed as time -1 
. 

It was suggested that the rapid decay could be associated with the phenomenon 

of vortex bursting for high incidence6 of a slender wing. This phenomenon 

was actually observed on the HP 115, when a sudden growth in core size was 

accompanied by disorganised flow in the core. 

All the above experiments involved actual flight measurements. A common 

difficulty encountered was to ensure a traverse exactly through the centres. 

The smoke used to mark the vortices could be rapidly dispersed by atmospheric 

disturbances. In addition, the measurements themselves were subjected to the 

vagaries of atmospheric conditions, e.g. random turbulence, fluctuating wind 

velocities, etc. 

Model studies can be more readily brought under control. However, there 

are practical problems which can detract from the attractiveness of control 

facilitation. 

Due to the persistence of the wake from a conventional wing up to a long 

way downstream, a long wind tunnel would be necessary to observe the decay 

process in its entirety. For instance, even a moderate 50 lengths downstream 

would require a 25 ft working section for a &inch model. 

Dragging models along a wire through a hangar, or through a towing tank, 

involves problems of instrumentation to measure the wakes at selected planes 

downstream of the model. 

The current/... 
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1. (continued) 

The current report describes a simple techaque of plunging models 

vertically into a water tank and observing the vortex pattern on the surface. 
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2. APPAFUTUS 

Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of the apparatus. Details of the 

rmportant items are shown in Figs. 2 - 7. 

2.1 Water Tank 

The cylindrical tank measured 7 ft deep and had a diameter of 5 ft. To 

gain axes6 to it, the panel of the elevated floor over the top of the tank 

was removed. The tank was filled through a vertical pipe which opened near 

the bottom close to the wall of the tank. 

2.2 Model Drive Mechanism 

(See Figs. 2 - 4). 

A box-like vertical rig carried the drive mechanism. The driving shaft 

was a hollow brass tube of b-inch square cross section. It was connected 

through a system of step-down pulleys to a variable speed electric motor 

secured to the scaffolding of the elevated floor. 

The pulley at the lower end of the rig was carrled on a sprung shaft 

held down by a system of levers (Fig. 1). The shaft travelled along 2-inch 

slots in two end-plates (Fig. 3). When the trigger (Fig. 3) was hit by the 

pin connecting the driving shaft to the belt, the constraint on lever B (see 

Fig. 1) was removed and the pulley was carried up by the springs. The trigger 

then served to hold up the shaft. 

The model wing was carrled on a removable brass extension (Fig. 4). The 

triangular attachment was secured by a bolt and nut to the extension, the bolt 

being the centre of a small graduated scale. 

2.3 Lighting and Photographic Equipment 

A conventional double-reflex camera was mounted about 5 ft above the 

water surface so that a substantial portzon of the surface appeared in the 

field of view (Fig. 6). 

Two spotlights were positioned to shine across the tank onto mirrors 

(Fig. 5) which reflected the light over the water surface. The mountings of 

the spotlights and mirrors enabled them to be adjusted. 

2.4 Measurmg Devices 

The microswltches were posltioned 20.7 III apart and were connected to a 

chronometer (Fig. 7). 

TWO wooden rods of rectangular cross-sectIon straddled the tank. Each 

had a similar rod of shorter length attached to its underside with flexible 

rubber/... 
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2.4 (continued) 

rubber strips over the remaining length at either end. The lower rod and 

rubber strips skimed the water surface of the full tank. One of these 

composite rods carried a graduated scale on its upper surface (Figs. 4 and 6). 

A clock was supported face up just above the water surface (Figs. 4 and 6). 

2.5 Model Wings 

The four model wings had the following planforms: elliptic, rectangular. 

swept and delta. Their details are given III Table 1. 
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3. METHOD 

3.1 Obtaining a Clean Surface 

The locatlon of the apparatus in the laboratory was such that oil spray 

was often present in the air around. Coupled with dust and dirt, this 

resulted in the formation of a sticky skin on the water surface after a day 

or so. A clean surface could be obtained by simply filling the tank up to 

overflow. But this measure invariably caused large-scale motion in the water 

which took a considerable time to be damped down. 

A less time-consuming method was served by the twn rods straddling the 

tank. By bringing them together and then drawing them apart, a clean surface 

was obtained without substantially disturbing the fluid below the surface. 

In any case, the loss of water through evaporation entailed refilling 

the tank after about three days. 

3.2 Starting and Stopplng the Model 

After it was swltched on, the motor was alloved to reach its selected 

speed by holding the belt off the driver pulley. on releasing the belt, the 

model was started on its travel. The entry speed was deduced from the tune 

taken to cover the distance between the microswitches. 

When the pulley at the lower end of the rkg was released, the tension 

was taken off the belt carrying the driving shaft. The trigger of the pulley 

release mechanism then held up the shaft and stopped the model near the bottom 

of the tank. 

A tachometer detected varlatlon in the model speed between entry and the 

end of Its travel. By running the motor between about 1600 rpm and 2200 rpm, 

this variation was restricted to less than 15% of entry speed. 

The Wang incidence was measured with a cllnometer. 

3.3 Flow Vlsualization 

By careful adJustmat of the spotlights and mirrors, the desired uniform 

lightmg Over the surface was achieved. 

The Ideal flow visualization material should render visible not only the 

vurtex cores but also the distribution of velocity through the vnrtlces and 

the surrounding fluld. Lycopodium powder, paper punchlngs from data tape, 

sawdust and aluminlw powder were tried in that order, before It was decided 

to use aluminium (see Fig. 8). When used sparingly, the lycopodium particles 

were too fine tn reflect sufficient light with the llghtlng system employed. 

Too much of it obscured the velocity dlstrlbution through the wake. The 

sawdust/... 
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3.3 (continued) 

sawdust was too coarse, and the paper punchuxgs soaked easily and clumped 

together after a short time. 

An interesting aspect of the tests was that with lycopodilrm, the 

boundaries of the wake system could be discerned fairly well. Fig. 8(b) shows 

an instance of looping at the surface observed during the tests 

3.4 Photographic Record of Wake Patterns 

The film used was 35 mm ASA 400. Dependlng on the magnitude of the 

rotational velocity, one of the following ccmblnations of aperture and 

exposure was selected: 

f&is ; f 5.6, 1 s , f8,l.s. 

The exposure was changed in the middle of each sequence to follow the 

diminishing velocities. 

The scale was arranged to appear down the edge of each frame (Pig. 6). 

The first frame was taken just as the model entered the water. Subsequent 

shots were discriminately taken according to changes in wake drift velocity 

and vortex structure. The twae needed for resetting determined the limit to 

the interval between consecutive frames. 

The idea of using a movie camera for measurements of rotational velocities 

was ruled out. The normal speed for shooting is about 20 frames a second, 

which means that each frame would only record the path travelled by a particle 

m about $ s, definitely not enough tue to enable a reasonable streak to be 

seen on film. 
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4. RESULTS 

Figures 9 - 14 show a selection of photographs depicting the behaviour 

of the wake. The tme origx is taken to be the moment the model entered the 

water. Two sets of prmts were used: (i) postcard size, with clock and scale 

included, for wake drift and core separation measurements, and (ii) enlarge- 

ments, for measurement of the peak rotatmnal velocity. Scmething like 300 

prints were studied in all. 

4.1 Wake Drift 

In the case of two clearly formed vortices, the centre of the wake is 

the mid-point of the line Joining their centres. Its position was read off 

the graduated scale. The datum was taken to be the path of travel of the 

trailing edge of the wing. The corresponding time was taken from the clock. 

which could be read to the nearest 1 8. 

Often, a number of secondary vortices appeared in addition to the main 

vortices (e.g. Figs. 9, 13 and 14). The interaction of two vortices of 

dissimilar strength and different or the same sense of rotation is described 

in Appendix A. By studying the flow pattern on the photographs, the duections 

of rotation of the secondary vortices were worked out. Some estmate was then 

made of the centre of such wake structure along the lines of the theory in 

Appendix A. 

4.2 Core Separation 

This is the distance between the centres of two distmctly formed 

vortices. Where secondary vortices appeared, the centre of each cluster of 

vortices was estimated. The distance between these centres then gave an 

approxmate measure of the core separatmn. 

4.3 Peak Rotational Velocity 

Distinct streaks were sought out and their length measured. Where the 

streak had a large curvature, short lengths ware stepped off. The velocity 

is the streak length divided by the exposure time. 

The wake drift velocity was obtained from the tangent to the wake 

position vs. time graph. According to the position of the streak, an 

estimated correction was applied to the measured velocity to get the purely 

rotatmnal velocity. Some check was afforded by choosing srreaks at about 

the sama radius, but at different positions around the core. 

Figures 15 - 18 indrcate the behavmur of the vortex wakes from the four 

model wings. Each graph treats the variations of wake drift, core separation 

and peak rotational velocity with tme. 
4.4/... 

. 
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4. (continued) 

4.4 Non-Dimensionalized Velocity Decay 

It is desirable to have the variables appropriately non-dimensionalized 

to encompass the effects of scale, wing geometry, incidence, model speed, 

viscosity of the fluid, etc. 

The initial core dlamewr on completion of the rolling-up ,f the trailing 

vortex sheet frori an elliptic wing is proportional to the initial core separ- 

ation, bo' '. This together with Squire's theory, suggests a non-dimensional 

velocity to be 

vt bo' 
K ' 

where K = circulation of vortex, 

and a non-dimensional time to be 

vt 
bo12 . 

There are two ways of obtaining the value of K in the experiment. 

(i) K can be deduced from the wing characteristics, incidence and 

model speed by using the relation 

K=.L.-=--- alaus 

Pub*' Zbo' 

where a1 is the three-dimensional lift curve slope. Thus, an3ther 

non-dimensional velocity could be 

vtbo" 
a1 am 

The value of al was obtained from the Royal Aeronautical 

Society data sheets15. The tests were carried out at a Reynolds 

number of about 2 x 104, from which ao was estimated to be about 

4.4 per radian. A check was made using the formula fram Abbott and 

van Doenhoff16 (see Table 1). 

The zero-lift incidence for the rectangular wing was estimated 

to be about -3' by invoking the analogy of a symmetrical section 

with 50X chord deflected 7' downward. 

For the delta wing, pravlous measurements with similar 

sectionsI have shown the zero-lift incrdence to be less than 1'. 

No correction was applied to the measured incidence. 

Since the tests have all been conducted in water, the non- 

dimensional/... 
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4.4 (i) (continued) 

dimensional time could be represented by 

t - 
b r2 0 

v&o 12 

Fig. 20 shows a plot of - vs. t 
a1MJS r2’ The upper bounds 

bo 

from the HP 115 testsl” are Included after reduction to these 

variables. 

(ii) K can also be estimated from the wake drift velocity 

i K 
=w* 

This velocity was obtained from the gradient to the wake drift curve 

at the point near the origin corresponding to the measured b’ value. 

Wo ’ t Using this K, Fig. 21 was plotted of 7 vs. ,2 . The 
bo 

HP 115 upper bounds are included. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

5.1 Arbitrary Tme Origin 

The rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet behind a conventional wing 

takes a small but finite tme to be completed. The age of the vortex wake 

has often been reckoned from the time when the two discrete cores are formed. 

The tme orrgin adopted in the experiment (see Section 4) therefore results 

in some error if the measured time is to represent wake age dermed as above. 

However, the error would materially affect only the early wake ages. In any 

case, it is difficult to make any precise correction since the wake drift 

origin was also arbitrarily defined (Section 4.1). For the slender wing, the 

error is in the opposite direction, since the leading edge vortex sheets roll 

up before the sheet passes the trailing edge. 

In the theory in Appendices C and D, the origin of wake age is taken to 

be the lmit as the peak rotational velocity tends to infinity. In practice, 

this would mean a point of time before the cores were formed. Again, takrng 

the measured time as wake age would result in substantial errors only for 

early wake ages. 

5.2 Effect of Wall of Tank 

Appendix B analyses the interaction of the vortices with their images in 

the wall of the tank. 

The vortices started off at about 10 in from the edge of the tank, their 

irutial separation nlstance being smethlng of the order of 6 in. This initial 

disposition should lead to a maximrrm error of about 12% of the true wake drift 

velocity (the measured velocity IS less than the true value). Theoretically, 

the vortices should also be impelled towards each other with a speed which is 

about 3% of the drift velocity. 

For the elliptic, swept and delta wings, these errors were not seriously 

considered since the vortices were relatively close together to begin wrLh. 

However, in the case of the rectangular wing, It is likely that these errors 

have contributed to the flattening of the wake drift curve near the origin 

(Fig. 16(a)). 

5.3 Effect of Model Speed Variation during Travel 

Additional vortices will be contmually shed off an accelerating wing. 

Since the circulation, K, is proportional to the model speed, there would 

have been a maximum change of 15% in K between entry and the stopping of the 

model (see Section 3.2). However, this change was spread over a distance of 

about/... 
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5.3 (continued) 

about 7 ft and would not be expected to alter substantially the vortex pattern 

at the surface. 

5.4 Path Lines and Streamlines 

The flow pattern captured on film does not reveel the streamlines since 

the picture is not one of steady flow. It only shows the path travelled by 

a particle over the period of time that each frame was exposed. 

By plotting both the streamlines and path lines using the appropriate 

functions for a vortex pair (readily avaIlable in most textbooks, e.g. Ref. 18, 

or easily derived), it we8 found that the distance between apparent centres is 

greater then that between real centres by about 10% of the latter. (See 

Fig. 22 for en illustration of the velocity distribution through the wake from 

the delta wing). 

This correction we6 not applied to the core separation meesurements. At 

early wake ages, the effect of the wall of the tank was to draw the vortices 

together (Section 5.3) . In any case, for wakes where secondary vortices 

appeared, the errors likely to be incurred in estimating the core centre would 

meke such a correction meaningless. 

5.5 Discussion of Flow Patterns in Figs. 9 - 14 

To avoid repetition later, some comments are now made on the flow patterns 

shown on the photographs in Figs. 9 - 14. 

Fig. 9 Elliptic wing, a = 12’, II = 2.0 ft/s 

At the same time es the cores grew, they moved apart. After 18 8, there 

appeared some slight distortion of the port vortex. After 35 s. a cluster of 

at least three vortices had replaced the port vortex, while the starboard 

vortex had at least two secondary vortices above it. From then on the pattern 

became increasingly distorted, but the maximum velocity remained around the 

centre of the wake. The distance between the two clusters of vortices 

progressively narrowed. 

10 Fig. Rectangular wing, a m 5’, u = 3’0 ft/s 

l 
A contra-rotating secondary vortex appeared around the port vortex after 

27 8. This was most probably caused by the fluid coming fran behind the 

driving shaft . It was soon absorbed into the main vortex. 

The cores maintained their initial separation even after 40 6. Their 

discrete nature is evident. The rolling up of the streaks of fluid devoid of 

aluminirrm particles shows to good advantage the entrainment of the surrounding 

fluid/... 
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5.5 (continued) 

Fig. 10 (continued) 

fluid in the growth process of the cores. At 72 s, the maxmmm velocity 

appeared to be near the centre of the wake. After 130 s, the cores, full- 

grown, could just be made out, with the fluid still moving fastest around the 

wake centre. 

Fig. 11 Rectangular wrng, c1 = lo’, IJ = 2.2 ft/s 

The discrete nature of the vortices is clear for the early wake ages. 

Between 35 and 70 s, flud seemed to be mvmg across the lower boundary of 

the wake system. But the streaks are path lines, not streamlines. Apart from 

changes in the magnitude of the velocltles, the patterns from 70 s onvards 

appeared to be similar, with the maximum velocity around the wake centre. 

12 Fig. swept wmg, a = 12O, u = 2.0 ft/s 

At 4.5 8, the cores appeared separate, but at 18.5 s, they seemed to have 

grown to touch each other. There was some reduction in their separatron 

distance during the Interval. After about 20 s, the maximrrm velocity 

persisted around the wake centre s.6 the cores drew apart. 

The port vortex was slightly distorted after 35 s. At least two second- 

ary vortices could be discerned above it at 47 s. 

13 Fig. Delta wm8, u = So, U = 2.6 ft/s 

An undistorted pattern of an interlocked parr of cores persisted up to 

20 s, at which a slight distortion of the port vortex appeared. By 27 s, two 

clusters of secondary vortices characterised the wake pattern. Throughout, 

the maximum velocity remaIned around the wake centre. 

Fig. 14 Delta wing, c1 = 12’, U = 2’4 ft/s 

After LO 6, a void appeared suddenly between and slightly above the 

vortices which were thrust apart. Some fluid appeared to be thrown up from 

below. The observatzon conforms with the presence of a vortex with its plane 

of rotatxm normal to the surface, and suggested looping just beneath the 

surface. 

The cores cams together again from 15 s to 25 s. A secondary vortex 

spiralled its way znto the port vortex during this period. From :he flow 

pattern between them, it was deduced that they rotated III the same sense. The 

two vortwes seemed to swing each other round m a clockwise sense, which 

agreed with the theory III Appendix A. 

Tne features/. . . 
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5.5 (continued) 

The features of the wake_ patterns described above are typical, and one 

or more of them appeared at various occasions durmg toe other tests. 

5.6 Wake Drift ,-nd Co:r Separation ___- 

(See Figs. 1~ - 18). 

Generally, the woke drift rate "is found to mcrease wzth incidence 

(none of the wings "as stalled! 2nd to decrease wzth inci-easmg core separ- 

ation. Thin is 1x1 agremxnt mth theory. No definite conclusions can be 

drawn concerning the effect of model speed, bince the speed range used "as 

small, but the results for the rxtangular "log show an increase in the drift 

rate with speed. 

The vortxces shed fro= the rectargular "mg retained their original 

separation for (~~itc a long time. Sc;ne sinuous distortion appeared after 

about 30 s which progrecsxvely increased. Looping at the plane of the surface 

"as observed on one of tile tests (a = loo, U = 2.6 ft/s) at about 100 s. It 

is reasonable to suppose that this is the order of wake age when looping could 

have occurred fol the other tests, though, of course, not all looping would 

happen to be a, the surfxe. It was arour.d thlc tzme, too, that clusters oi 

secondary vortices pppemed fm one o; the other tests (CY = lo', U = 3.1 ft/S). 

In all cases, thn begmn:n~ o; subrtmtlal change III the original core 

separatxon ~1~s asco.-iated rat!: ioe onset ai about 60 s of a wake pattern where 

the naximm rc';ztlcnzl velorlty "as around the wake centre. When the core.s 

appeared discrete, they qlw;ys mairteinzd thexr lnltlal ceparctlon. 

This interesting obrervetion was pursued further with the other wings. 

For all tests on the d?lta vmg, the w;‘ke pattern of m&&mm velocity 

around the centre was observed alrcost right from the start. The core 

separations incr?nszd mrkedly efter aboct 5 s. Secondary vortices appeared 

for all the tests: at 25-1.0 6 for CL = 5', 15-25 s for a = 8', and aboct 10 s 

for the higher incidences. The "looping beneath surface" pheno'nenon on one 

test (a = lz", U = 2.4 ft/s) has been mentioned (see Section 5.5). 

For the swept "log and the elliptic "log, the change m wake pattern 

began after about 25 E. Again the core separatzons at this wake age were 

beginning to show appreciable increases from their initml values. Seco;lder~ 

vortices appeered at 30-45 s. 

There IS strong evidence, therefore, that the developnent of tP.e "a!ce 

can be broadly dLvl(‘ied loto ixio regions. Initmlly, the vortices are formed 

as discrete/... 
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5.6 (contmued) 

as discrete cores rzhlcb betiz$e mdependrntly of each other. As the cores 

grow, due to the action of viscous forces, thtlr edges ultmately come 

extremely close together. After tills ImInt has been reached, the cores no 

longer remaxn mdependent of each other. They ~ntennm ano the whole system 

of two locked cores r,ro-ws 131th wake a;~, appearing to mantam the same shape 

until their mutual mterfercncE leads to the formation of clusters of 

secondary vortices. 

The srmlarlty in behavlaur among all the wmgs saggests the existence 

OL some non-dmenslonal parmeters Ghjhlch may make the expermental data 

collapse Into a single curve. 

5.7 Velocity D&y 

A dlfflculty experienced in measuring the rotatIona velocity at very 

early wake ages was that en exposure too long produced streaks merging mto 

one another, so that It was hard to tell where one streak ended end the next 

began. In such cases, there IS the llkellhood that the distxnct streaks 

selected may not represent the maxmwm velocity. 

The graphs of peak rotatmnal velocity vs. tune m Figs. 15 - 18 conflrm 

that there are two different decay rates. Lxnes of slope -1 and -1 fltted 

the data et early and late wake ages respectively. There appears to be a 

flnlte transltlon period between the slow and the rapld decay rates, and this 

IS clearly evident frm the results of tile elllptlc wmg and the rectangular 

wing. 

The begInnIng of the transltzol. permd was at about. 

30 s for the ell~ptlc wmg 

50 s " " rectangular wmg 

20 s " “ swept wing 

10 s " I8 delt& Wang 

These are of the same order es the rake ages when change in the wake shape 

was observed, whxh were: 

25 s for me elllptlc wing 

60 s " " rectangular wing 

25 s I1 " swept wing 

<5 s " " delLa wing 

The conclusux~ 1s reached that the trens~tron to a more rapid decay rate is 

associated wrth the change in wake pattern observed for the varlatmn of core 

separation. The decay/... 
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5.7 (contuued) 

The decay rate lrncs drawn in Figs. 15 - 18 are reproduced on a single graph 
In F1g.19. This graph strongly suggests that while a supersonic transport ancraft 

, may have a much hxgher rotatronal velocrty xutlally in Its wake than a conventu,nal 
heavy transport, due to Its shorter span, the rapzd decay rate over almost all Its 
wake age 1s likely to cause the wake to be dxsspated much faster than that of the 
conventronal aucraft. 

In Fig. 20 the data appear to collapse Into a su.gle curve, although there 1s 
some scatter. A greater degree of scatter 1s seen ~.n Wg. 21, manly attributable 
to the errors incurred z.n deducing K from the wake drzft velocity. The abscissae 
in these figures 16, for the model results, proportional to the non-drmenslonal 
tune suggested LII Sectron 4.4, where only the kuxematxc nscoszty (a constant for 
these tests) has been otutted. The upper bounds of the results from the HP 115 

tests, with txme scaled by the ratlo of the eddy nscoslty of an to the 
kmematlc nscoslty of water, are shown for comparison. The proxlmlty of these 
bounds, carned out uth a 'model' of very large scale, at a much tigher 
Reynolds number, III a dlffcrent fluzd, seems to Justify the parameters used. 

. It can be postulated ihat, in theory, the peak rotatunal velocxty decays 
accordrng to a srngle law expressed as 

vt 
where the xndex c = $ for - < T , 

b '= 0 
vt 

= lfor - > T , 
b '= 0 

where T 1s some constant. 

From the graphs, T was estunated to be between 3 x 'lo -3 and 6 x 10 -3. 

Some reservatron must be made about the applxabl1lt.y of tlus law to the wake 
in the ncunty of the uccraft, because of the different nature of formation of 

the vortices from a slender wxng and from conventional wugs. 

All the vortices must start off as discrete cores, but then growth ultimately 
. brings them very near each other. How soon this ~~11 be depends very much on the 

wrng characterlstxs and the scale. Fig. 22 illustrates the different wake 

structures between the wake from the delta Wang and that fmm the rectangular 
wxng, nearly four tunes as old. 

&rrespondlng to the two decay rates, two basic vortex models can be adwxed 

to represent the developncnt of the wake, YU. (I) a sw3le vortex, and (11) a 
vortex pau. The theories/... 
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The theories of Lamb8 and SqulreS give the variation of velocity with 

time for a single vortex as 

The vortex pair cannot be dealt with as conveniently, although sane 

indxatlon of the decay rate LS given by a non-llgorous approach used by 

Flower (unpublished). If tne system is assumed to have a constant pattern 

with, in particular, the position and mdnltude of the peak velocity bemg 

umquely related to the distance between vortex cores and tlie wake drift 

velocity, then the distance between vortex cores would be expected to be 

proportional to t$. Tine lmear momentum of the system would be constant, 

but would then also be propurtlonal to velocity x time. Hence 

-1 "t = t 

This approach leads to an inconsistency whxh suggests that a constant 

pattern is not in fact possible for a vortex pair, but gives nevertheless 

some indication of how a vortex par decays. 

Looping at the surface occurred on one test of the rectangular wing at 

a tune when the other tests were undergoing rapid decay. But whether looping 

occurs or not, the cores must intermIx, and the lntermlxing would be of more 

sigmflcance III influencing the decay rate than t:le mstabillty phencmenm. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

(a) For each wing, the wake drift rate mcreases with incidence and decreases 

with increasing core separation. 

(b) The onset of apprecmble changes in the core separatmn distance 1s 

associated with the transition from one wake pattern where the vortxes 

appear as drscrete cores to another where the maximum velocity remems 

around the wake centre. This occurred at about: 

25 s for the elliptic wing 

60 s ” I’ rectangular wmg 

25 s H n swept wing 

<5 s ‘I ” delta wmg 

(c) There are two different rates of decay of the peak rotational velocity, 

“t- Initially, 

“t a t -1 

and after a finite transition period, 

-1 
vtat . 

The transition begins et a time depending on the wing geometry and scale. 

This tune was about: 

30 s for the elliptic wing 

50 8 ” ” rectangular wxng 

20 s If I4 swept wrng 

10 s I’ * delta wing. 

These are of the same order es the wake age when appreciable changes in 

core separation begln. The transltion is therefore associated with the 

change in wake pattern. 

(d) It is postulated that, zn theory, a decay law exists which encanpasses 

all the wings. This IS expressed as 

'ftbo ' vt 

I I 

-C 
-a 

K v 

where the index c - 1 for * < T, 

IL- > T. = l for bo’2 
T is some constant whose value was estimated from the data to be between 

3 x 1o-3 
-3 

and 6 x 10 . 

Cell... 
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(contznued) 

(I?) The development of the wake 1s described as follows: 

The VOrtlCes start off aa two dxcrete Cores which grow rndependently 

of each other and mazntain therr uutial separation. The peek rotational 
velocity decays as tuna -2 . 

Rot they cannot grow udefinltely wxthout comug extremely close to 

each other. When tlua happens, at a tzme whxh depends on the wing 

geometry and scale, the cores Intermu and the wake system thereafter 

grows as a pair of Interlocked cores, ucreaslng the separation of thez- 

centres wxth t&me. The mexunum veloczty decays as time -1 . 

Their mutual rnterference may lead later to the formation of clusters 

of secondary vortrces. Looping may occur, but whether loops appear or not, 

the cores must mtenx. 

(f) The two parts of the wake development can be represented by two simple 

flow models: 

(1) a smgle vortex, with soled rotation 1x1 the core and potential flow 

in the surrounding flud, and 

(II) a vortex pau consuxtlng of two Cores descending with constant 

linear momentum. 

k) The exannnatron of the decay of vortex wakes by the plunging of models 

1nt.o water has proved extremely useful as a means of v~~ual~sug and 

understsndug the phenomena. The results appear to be In fair agreement 

uth full scale tests, bearzng XI mud that some differences are to be 

expected due $0 the uncertalntles of the technique. One such uncertainty 

1s connected llith condltlons along the length of the vortxces - exlal 

flow would not be present on the surface of the water and any effect 

dependent on axial motion would not be reproduced. Another error 

could be created If xmpurltles formed a film on the water surface: the 

precautlone taken In the present tests are believed to have been 

sufflclent to m&e th.x error negllglble, although perhaps some 

uwestlgatlon of the effect of lmpurrtles would be desirable If further 

tests are made. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

(a) 

(b) 

(d 

Cc) 

(4 

(=I 

(b) 

Cc) 

(d) 

(4 

(f) 

The followlng suggestions may be made to improve on the apparatus: 

To keep down velocity changes durrng the travel of the model, a 

flywheel can be attached to the motor shaft. 

Some clutch can be included to disengage and engage the driver pulley 

on the motor. 

Camera “shake” can be eliminated by tying down the camera mount, e.g. 

a tie can connect it to the wall of the Laboratory. 

The model attachment can be remade or corrected to eliminate the slrght 

inclination of the model span to the upper edge of the photograph frame 

(see Fig. 6). 

Pulleys with a larger variety of diarmeters may be provided to extend 

the speed range. 

Further investigations can include: 

The measurement of core radius, suitably defined. 

Non-dimenslona1izv.g the wake drift and core separation curves. 

Tests with wings of other shapes and scale. 

The motion of the wake near ground. A board can be lowered into the 

tank to simulate the ground. 

Studies of the vortex patterns at selected planes inside the water. 

A slit of light can be reflected across the water Inside the tank t0 

illuminate the plane, Flow vlsualxzatux material, to be useful here, 

must have the same density as the water. 

Checking the non-dimensionalized decay plot by utilising data collected 

frcm various other flight experiments. 





APPENDIX A 

Motion of a Pair of Vortices 

The mutually induced velocities of a pair of vortices of unequal 

circulation will result in some rotation about a centre which is easily 

calculated. 

Consider two vortices of circulations Kl, K2 (where K1 > K2). 

separated by a distance b'. 

Fig. A shows the directions of the mutually induced velocities when 

the vortices rotate in (a) opposite senses and (b) the same sense. If 

x is the distance of K1 from the centre of rotation, 0, then 

K* x opposite i [ 1 Kl - Kz b' , 

K2 
and x 5 I 1 Kl + K2 

b' . same 

Fig. B shows the pattern of streamlines of the flow between the 

vortices. The distance of the stagnation point in (b) frcm K2 is in 

fact equal to Xsme. 



. 



APPENDIX B 

Effect of Wall of Tank on Motion of Vortices 

A pair of vortices formed in the water bounded by the cylindrical wall 

of the tank produces images whose positlons are detexmned by the properties 

of inverse pointslg. Thus, in Fig. C, OVp. OIp = OV,. 01, = R2. 

The interaction of the vortices with the images thus mars an exact 
representation of vortex wake motion in an mfinite flmd, such as would be 

practically obtained for vortxes shed frm high-flying arcraft. 

However, If the vortex separation, b', is small canpared with the 

dmmeter of the tank, the effect of the images would be expected to be 

pronounced only if the vortices were near the wall. This is the situation 

obtained in the tests when the model is plunged in close to the wall. 

Figure D illustrates this situation and indicates the directions of 

the velocities induced on vortex B by the other vortex A and the images, 

C and D. 

From the diagram, 

e -1 b' = tan - 2(R-z) , 

QA * (R-z) set I3 i 

and 

BC = (AC2 + b12 + 2.AC. b' sin 014 ; 

a = sin-' [$ cos f3] 

The velocity of vortex B in the z-direction is then 

and in the y-direction 

(cf. in infmite fluld, K i =- 
2nb ' 9 = 0 .) 
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ARC CP No.1238 ARC CP No.1238 
June, 1971 June, 1971 
OXI, E. H. Con, E. H. 

DECAY OF TRAILING VORTICES DECAY OF TRAILING VORTICES 

Model wzngs of varx~us planforms were plunged vertically Model wugs of varp1ous planforms uere plunged vertxally 
Into a water tank and the vortex pattern6 on the surface uto a water tank and the vortex patterns on the surface 
were studled. were studled. 

For each wing the wake drift rate wa8 found to Increase For each wug the wake drift rate ,186 found to increase 
with lncldence and to decrease with zncreaslng core with lncldence and to decrease wrth ~~reaslng core 
separatuxl. The wake started off with discrete vortex separatuxl. The wake started off rath discrete vortex 
core* which grew mndependently, mantaned their uk~tuzl. core6 wbch grew Independently, mazntauxd their lutzal 
separ tran, and had peak velocltles which decayed as t 
time 4. 

separ tlon, and had peak velocltles rkah decayed as 
The edges of the cores ultimately came very close tune . -8 The edges of the cores ultunately came very close 

together, and thereafter separatzon distance between the together, and thereafter separation dutance between the 
core centres Increased with tune, and the peak velocltles core centres increased with time, and the peak velocltles 
tended to decay at time-1. tended to decay at txme-1. 

L?Rc CP No.1238 
June, 1971 
@xl, E. H. 

DECAY OF TRAILING VORTICES 

Model wings of various planforms uere plunged vertlcall: 
Into a water tank and the vortex patterns on the surface 
were studled. 

For each wing the wake draft rate was found to u~crease 
with incidence and to decrease with uxreas~ng core 
separation. The wake started off hzth discrete vortex 
cores which grew Independently, manta~ned their lnltlal 
separatux, and had peak velocltles trhrch decayed as 
tme-4. The edges of the cores ultimately came very close 
together, and thereafter separatux distance between the 
core centres Increased w1t.h time, and the peak velocltles 
tended to decav at tune-'. 
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